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Portraiture initially offered the young artist a means to analogise youths’ traumas. 
Standing in the middle of  a yellowish space in Bright Future (2016), a painting from 
“The Toil for Happiness” series, is a backfacing naked boy who turns around 
to face the viewer. But we can’t see his face, as his features are obscured — or 
replaced — by an origamic form. Held in his hands is a closed glass jar containing 
a brain with half-hammered iron nails. This picture pricks our conscience, 
taunting: Instead of  looking at the child in his eyes, to find out what he has learnt 
today or what didn’t go as planned in school, are we only concerned with what he 
can bring home using his grey matter? The children in Odelia’s early paintings 
were “conduits”, as she called them, who “mediate the pains” among Chinese-
Singaporean children, but they could as well be projection screens for adults’ 
unfulfilled desires. 

Post-graduation, Odelia’s work shifted in three ways: One: The human body 
has disappeared. Two: Her form has expanded from painting to sculpture and 
installation, and therefore, material, from paint to hair. Three: Her subjects 
moved beyond youths. In some of  her hair sculptures (e.g., Sim, 2020), she paid 
homage to women she admires. In others (e.g., Time is a Weight I Carry, 2019), 
long synthetic hair suspended mid-air were her sculptural statements on time 
passing. My favourite among them is With Nothing (A) (2019), a floor piece that 
looks amusingly like a cross between a doormat and a sea urchin. 

Her latest assemblages of  sharp objects — glass shards, scissors, knives, pen-knife 
blades, iron nails — veiled in dark paint or fabric, poke at my skin, even as digital 
files. They are meant to poke, though, to remind me of  painful experiences as 
cycles, especially when unacknowledged and unhealed. 

Odelia’s works of  pain come from a place of  care: to inspire unique remedies. 
In other words, they are not prescriptions, much less cure-alls, to eliminate all 
sufferings immediately and completely. They are nudges to find pain points we’ve 
forgotten and personal ways of  healing. Negotiating with pain is important, 
possible, and urgent, Odelia insists, for individuals and so, for societies.

Michael Lee
Nov 2021

Foreword

Five years ago, I visited Odelia Tang in her studio space twice monthly for 
consultation on her dissertation. Without prompting, she would go straight into 
business, articulating her latest thoughts on her research. I remember wondering 
quite often why this confident art student interested in the topic of  pain was so 
time-conscious.

Whenever we hear of  acquaintances or friend’s friends having taken their own 
life, we might go: Oh no, this can’t be true! What a pity! I could never tell! But 
have we taken the time to notice their struggles when we could? In her work, 
Odelia wants us to pay attention to the sufferings of  others and our own — not 
only when things go wrong but right now, or whenever we have the chance — and 
ask how it got there and what it’s doing to us. 

“What are the children in Singapore and their parents suffering from?”, reads the 
first line of  Odelia’s dissertation abstract. Beginning from media reports on the 
rise of  youth suicides in the 2010’s and other mental health issues like anxiety and 
depression, Odelia looked for clues. She found multiple causes: not just economic 
(global competitiveness), political (pragmatism) and socio-psychological (kiasuism, 
or the fear of  losing out), but also intergenerational (parental pressures) and cultural 
(Confucian values, e.g., honour and filial piety). Chinese-Singaporean youths, in 
particular, she argued, are torn between history and identity; between meeting 
expectations of  them as citizens and Asians, and making personal choices.
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The Stakes of  Pain
Essay by Euginia Tan

Here Is Where I lost 3 (detail), 2021



As a species rigorously adapting to numerous societal expectations, pain becomes 
a measure of  threshold and a conflicting symbol of  vulnerability and received 
aggression. Varieties of  pains can indicate dormant loopholes in policies, 
legislature and cultural norms. The term “painstakingly” demonstrates what the 
stakes of  pain unfold- concentrated efforts, diligence in expending detail. In the 
arduous art-making process, pain can begin as, or contribute to the foundations 
of  a work. As time and resources provide us with more means, there are pains we 
can conceal away from plain sight. 

Our pains remain buried under guises of  an alternate productive life. Although 
we bypass stakes of  obvious physical injury, urban living has equally raised the 
stakes of  traumatic, nervous energy and inner blows. This is something we are 
still coming to terms with particularly in the domain of  mental well-being and 
emotional repercussions. In Odelia Tang’s debut solo exhibition Waiting for the 
Other Shoe, the artist explores depths and facets of  pain negotiation with an eye 
and feel for discerning textures. Shards of  sharp glass and other pain-inducing 
objects careen surfaces, enforcing methods in which pain can be transmitted: 
hurled, brandished and maligned. Sheens of  black are explored in velvet, tulle 
and pitch.

Beneath the tempers of  suggested pain, Tang’s work beckons the viewer to 
also question its impenetrability. Is pain truly the symbol of  harmful, direct 
consequence we often associate it with, or are we simply looking past the greater 
stakes it holds for us? This essay will attempt to explore the artist’s navigation 
of  pain metaphors (describing, transcribing and prescribing). It will also further 
dissect the potential of  pain-bearing through Tang’s choice of  artistic mediums.

Describing Pain 

In writer-researcher Sarah van Binsbergen’s essay on re-defining symbols in social 
cohesion, she references art critic Anna Tilroe’s observation of  symbolic futility. 
Tilroe had called on the need for ‘authentic, meaningful and inspiring symbols’ 
to counter conservative and archaic systems. She henceforth described a symbolic 
void, duly reporting a need for symbolic upheaval. “Contemporary symbols… are 
weak and thin, their message one-dimensional. In order to create the ‘strong and 
sustainable’ symbols which are so very much needed, Tilroe calls on contemporary 
artists to take this symbolic void seriously, and to fill it with powerful images. In 
others words, artists should take the call for shared meaning and values as a cue 
to create symbols which express commonality and unity.”1  Yet pain as a subject 
matter has been unresolved and sometimes untampered with. Like a protest, our 
pain can serve as flags for a personal cause, even when we often do not know how 
or what to rally for innately. Tang therefore presents totems and collages of  pain 
in motion- Knives are stabbed into a canvas, scissors and blades are also pushed 
with the same acute force. Instinctively, we might respond to these symbols as 
recipients would. We feel the plunge of  sharpness descend upon us, the same way 
mainstream media has cultivated our pain symbols. We are attuned to swallowing 
such pain symbols with adages of  strife, murder, sadistic tendencies and impulses.



Here Is Where I lost 1
2021
Untempered Glass Shards,  Acetone Paint, Industrial Glue,  
Insulation Foam Spray,  Wood Board
45 x 45 cm (approx)

Top:
Here Is Where I lost 2

Bottom:
Here Is Where I lost 3

2021,  Untempered Glass Shards, Acetone Paint, Industrial Glue, Insulation Foam 
Spray,  Wood Board,  45 x 45 cm (approx.)



van Binsbergen’s essay implores that we look at the unifying quality of  symbols 
via a more non-manipulative light. “An important quality of  symbols is their 
ability to mean different things at once… Because of  this condensing property, 
it becomes possible for a wide range of  groups and individuals to relate to the 
same symbol in different ways… They communicate meaning, ideas, and images 
that are explicitly, but also often implicitly, shared by their users; meaning that is 
both experienced individually, and embedded in social structure.”2 Why this is 
significant in Tang’s process is due to the artist’s prior experience in martial arts 
training. During a studio visit, Tang had remarked that someone else viewing 
the four works Words, Promises, Apologies and Actions (with some knowledge in 
martial arts) acknowledged the strength and precision it took to actually deliver 
an object into a hard surface. The reception to Tang’s symbol was radically 
transformed from a pain instigator to that of  acquainted training technique.

This informs us that the act of  describing pain is nuanced in nature. The narrative 
of  a pain threshold can thus be polarizing and revelatory in how we receive and 
process its aftermath. It can pre-determine the degrees of  being a trauma victim 
and/or survivor. In the context of  contemporary art symbolism, van Binsbergen 
elaborates that this ‘multivocality of  symbols’ require immense empathy and 
understanding rather than an urgent demonstration. “Because a symbol operates 
in the public sphere… Two people can use the same symbol without attaching 
the same meaning to it…. The danger is that this shared use is in fact based on 
a misunderstanding. They think they are talking to each other, when, in fact, 
they might be talking past each other.”3  Similarly, Tang’s alluded metaphors of  
pain can be speculated with a broader debate. Rather than limiting the work as 
a product or perpetrator of  pain, it can be interpreted as an accompaniment of  
pain neutrality. The blunt force of  objects are composed around, as opposed to 
against, pain factors. This leads in to the next point of  transcribing pain. How 
does Tang devise and employ other ways of  conveying pain neuroses?

Transcribing Pain

 In his seminal work on processing trauma The Body Keeps Score, Bessel 
van der Kolk points out the differences between our normal versus traumatic 
memories. Compared to the ease and length at which we recall non-traumatic 
memories, traumatic memories actually present themselves in fleeting, suspended 
moments mired in isolation and hostility towards the self. “Traumatic memory 
is not condensed… The traumatic enactment serves no function. In contrast, 
ordinary memory is adaptive; our stories are flexible and can be modified to fit 
the circumstances. Ordinary memory is essentially social… But there is nothing 
social about traumatic memory… Re-enactments are frozen in time, unchanging, 
and they are always lonely, humiliating, and alienating experiences.”4 This 
perspective offers some insight as to why many who have gone through traumatic 
ordeals require periods (unique to themselves) to process and translate deep pain. 
It cannot be coaxed out as effortlessly as a less trying memory. In addition, since 
trauma re-enactment is also rooted in a certain self-loathing slant, we also learn 
that repeated attempts in verifying the trauma might potentially evolve into 
another traumatic experience in itself.

Apologies (detail), 2021
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The body responds to traumatic experiences through two states of  hyper and 
hypo arousal, which are commonly known today as “fight or flight” responses. 
However, both rob the mind and body of  anchoring to present moments. As we 
are unable to access a harbour of  safety, this constant arousal fosters a dependency 
towards reactions which might leave us drained and wrought with fatigue. van 
der Kolk’s studies offer counter solutions by showing the need for a certain 
artistry of  the self. As a way to befriend categories of  trauma, one can provide 
artistry by extension of  introducing structures to our mental and emotional 
sphere. “The three-dimensional nature of  the structure transforms the hidden, 
the forbidden, and the feared into visible, concrete reality… a structure creates a 
three-dimensional image of  whom and what you had to deal with and gives you 
a chance to create a different outcome.”5

In understanding these theories, we can ponder about some of  Tang’s structures. 
The diptych The Bed I Lie On & The Grave I Rest In, comprising of  mirror 
shards, coated in varying degrees of  gloss, could suggest pangs of  frozen trauma 
enactment. While the many shards conspire in a final deer-in-headlights tableaux, 
the formation of  the broken shards scattered like ashes across the artist’s canvas 
could also suggest Tang’s foray into re-structuring. This dual argument/ agreement 
with one’s pain and self  also precedes Tang’s veiled works in Fear Of  Nothing and 
I Am The Reason I Kill Myself. A veil could suggest a hidden shame, a form of  
erasure and secrecy. But a veil is an interesting choice of  fabric as it is not entirely 
opaque, allowing for some semblance of  light to seep through. It reinstates willing 
re-structural options through other readings of  the veil as empowerment- a veil 
for a new bride, the veil as a motif  of  religious expression and faith, veils of  air 
synonymous with the crispness of  mountain peaks.

Fear of  Nothing (detail), 2021
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Fear of  Nothing
2021
Tuelle, Velvet, Thread, Concrete Nails, Rope, Tassels and 
trimmings on Wood Mount Canvas
120 x 90 cm



I Am The Reason I Kill Myself
2021
Tuelle, Velvet, Thread,  Concrete Nails, Rope, Tassels 
and trimmings on Wood Mount Canvas
120 x 90 cm



In another instance of  pain transcribing, we can examine the trio of  works titled 
Here Is Where I lost 1, Here Is Where I lost 2 and Here Is Where I lost 3. 
The three works coalesce in frozen explosions of  glass shards, acetone paint and 
industrial glue, offering a slow motion still of  organized wreckage. In analysing 
these works, it would be apt to look back on van der Kolk’s research of  the prelude 
to the ‘talking cure’ in psychoanalysis. In 1893, physicians Freud and Breuer 
published a paper on the topic of  hysteria. What was notable in their paper was 
the finding that hysterical reminisces are unpredictable, occurring at a rate of  
astonishing freshness even after significant time had lapsed. These “experiences 
[were] completely absent from the patients’ memory when they are in a normal 
psychical state, or are only present in a highly summary form”.6

Freud went on to discover that the locus of  trauma was indeed a lack of  verbal 
memory regarding the triggering effect, affirming that traumatized persons would 
continue to act out and repeat the trauma as a way of  enforced physical and 
mental repetition. Therefore, this theory could assume that spectators to visual 
art are often privy to certain re-enactments of  trauma in an artist’s sphere. The 
artistic language can extend beyond the schematics of  diction and linguistics. 
This offers quite a comprehensive reckoning on what an artist’s pain can bear. In 
turn, it can offer a certain solace to the viewer, since a personal interpretation is 
entirely open to one’s choice. What is their/our pain driving at? Where are the 
central valves in the art work’s pain points? Where is the collision of  pain in this 
work hurtling towards? 

Prescribing Pain 

Though comfort and remedy are subjective in their forms, what is quite definite 
are their abilities to placate. Artist Judith Westerveld expounds on Foucault’s 
philosophical theory of  self-care in relation to an ‘ethics of  the art of  existence’, 
drawing reference from the conceptual artwork Flag of  Compassion (2002 – 
present)7. The Flag of  Compassion, created by artist Rini Hurkmans, consists 
of  three parts: A flag, a manifesto and a distribution platform (via the Internet). 
The Flag is produced in a large edition and in different sizes, accompanied with 
a certificate and a copy of  its manifesto. It can be purchased from its distribution 
website. Westerveld notes that this work exists only when autonomy is available 
through some capacity, whereby “the artwork could only function… in a society 
where people enjoy a certain degree of  freedom, giving them the possibility 
to resist and reframe power relations through their own actions.”8 These 
aforementioned actions include practices of  self-care, not as a means of  self-
absorption or pulverized unwinding, but rather stemming from a need to become 
a transformative community.

Promises (detail), 2021



To further understand this basis of  looking after oneself, Westerveld cites 
Foucault’s derivation from the practices in the ancient Greek-Roman world, 
where the elite deemed themselves allowed and worthy enough to issue self-care. 
From this, Foucault deduced that the mastery of  self-care was in fact a leeway into 
other forms of  societal freedoms. “Elite Greeks and Romans practised techniques 
of  self-care to master their own body and mind… Care of  the self  in this way 
always practised in relation to the world around one… Without self-care one runs 
the risk of  becoming a slave to one’s desires and a tyrant in the play of  power 
relations. Foucault sees practices of  self-care as constant attempts to prevent states 
of  domination and abuse, along with the feelings of  helplessness, narcissism and 
hatred that form and feed them.”9 

The consistency of  self-care and comfort has been neatly deduced into digestible 
packages. We can apply these through rituals, portable quotes, security objects. 
Prescription thus needs not be a sweeping diagnosis of  an actual ailment. Rather, 
it can come in assuaging mannerisms customized and identified in self-defined 
progressive arcs. However, in Tang’s work Safety Blanket, comfort becomes a 
spectre and mutation of  coerced relief. While the title is familiar and endearing 
to many of  us, the work props itself  like a scarecrow in a field of  anxiety. In 
saturating the need for care, the work also calls to mind a danger of  an over-
prescription to managing one’s stressors.

Delving into Tang’s current body of  work might allow a time for considering our 
boundaries in self-evaluation. As we prescribe our pains, are we also in danger of  
cutting too close to the brink? Going back to Westerveld’s essay, Foucault pointed 
out a pressing hurdle to cross in the ‘aesthetics of  existence’. He maintained a 
continuous mantra to ‘problematize what we are, what we do, and the world in 
which we live’10. Westerveld acknowledges this by re-framing the governance of  
self  into a vital but oft neglected concern, do we take care of  ourselves? How 
much care must we also partake, in the realm of  seeking comfort? Is comfort in 
our art forged through meandering a regime, or does the allure of  its tempting 
yield haunt us forever as a limitless entity? 

Actions (detail), 2021



Promises
2021
Dripping Medium, Black 2.0 Paint, Steel Scissors on 
Wood Mounted Honeycomb Board 
Dimensions:  Variable Canvas 
Dimensions: 21cm x 29.7cm



Words
2021
Dripping Medium, Black 2.0 Paint, Steel Knives on 
Wood Mounted Honeycomb Board 
Dimensions:  Variable Canvas 
Dimensions: 21cm x 29.7cm



Actions
2021
Dripping Medium, Black 2.0 Paint, Large Xacto Knife blades on 
Wood Mounted Honeycomb Board 
Dimensions:  Variable Canvas 
Dimensions: 21cm x 29.7cm



Apologies
2021
Dripping Medium,  Black 2.0 Paint, Concrete Nails on Wood 
Mounted Honeycomb Board 
Dimensions:  Variable Canvas 
Dimensions: 21cm x 29.7cm



The Bed I Lie On & The Grave I Rest In
2021
Untempered Glass Shards,  Acrylic Mirror Fragments,  Acetone Paint, 
Industrial Glue, Insulation Foam Spray,  Wood Board
160 x 40 cm



Euginia Tan is a Singaporean writer who writes poetry, creative non-fiction 
and plays. Her third poetry collection, Phedra (Ethos Books) was nominated 
for the 2018 Singapore Literature Prize. Her play-writing credits include 
Holidays (under mentorship of  Joel Tan), Tuition (Twenty Something Theatre 
Festival) and Modest Travels (produced by Tan Kheng Hua for Uniqlo). She 
also pens curatorial essays and contributions for visual artists in Singapore.

Odelia Tang (b. 1993)  is an artist and 2018 graduate from LASALLE College 
of  the Arts, with a Bachelor’s (hons) Degree in Fine Arts. Tang’s art and research 
practice negotiates several varieties of  themes including pain negotiation, the 
unconscious, identity, and the abyss. Through figurative painting, drawing and 
installation, she reacts to her feelings and findings to form a bigger enquiry 
about modern society, identity and the psyche.

Michael Lee (b. 1972) is an artist based in Singapore. He researches urban 
memory and fiction, especially the contexts and implications of  loss. He 
transforms his observations into diagrams, models, environments, events 
or texts. Among his curatorial projects is “what it is about when it is about 
nothing” (2015) held in Mizuma Gallery, Singapore. He is currently observing 
the mood of  Singapore’s art scene.
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